The memristor is referred to as the fourth fundamental passive circuit element of which inherent nonlinear properties offer to construct the chaos circuits. In this paper, a flux-controlled memristor circuit is developed, and then a van der Pol oscillator is implemented based on this new memristor circuit. The stability of the circuit, the occurring conditions of Hopf bifurcation and limit circle of the self-excited oscillation are analyzed; meanwhile, under the condition of the circuit with an external exciting source, the circuit exhibits a complicated nonlinear dynamic behavior, and chaos occurs within a certain parameter set. The memristor based van der Pol oscillator, furthermore, has been created by an analog circuit utilizing active elements, and there is a good agreement between the circuit responses and numerical simulations of the van der Pol equation. In the consequence, a new approach has been proposed to generate chaos within a nonautonomous circuit system.
Introduction
For a long time, people always thought that there are three types of fundamental circuit passive components: the resistor R, the inductor L, and the capacitor C, whose characteristic equations are described by two circuit quantities among the four basic circuit quantities (current i, voltage u, magnetic flux φ, and charge q) as R = du/di, L = dφ/di, and C = dq/du. Chua [1971] pointed out the lack of a functional relation between magnetic flux and charge in basic circuit law. He predicted that according to symmetry principle there should be a fourth fundamental circuit element: a memory resistor or a memristor. The memristor is defined as a two-terminal element, at any instant, the relationship between the flux and the charge is described as t −∞ u(τ )dτ . As a result M (q(t)) = u(t)i(t), which indicates that a memristance has the same unit Ω as a resistance. Therefore, a memristor can be regarded as a type of time-varying resistor whose resistance depends on the amount of charge q that has passed through it. The incremental of memristance at any time t 0 depends on the integral of the current and the voltage from t = −∞ to t = t 0 , namely depends on the complete past history of the current and the voltage, hence given the name memristor meaning a resistor with memory. If the relationship of φ and q is linear, then M (q(t)) = R, the memristor becomes a linear time-invariant resistor, whose voltage and current relation conforms to Ohm's law. Chua regards a memristor as the fourth fundamental passive element of circuits with the resistor, capacitor, and inductor. He described in detail the mathematical model and the characteristics of a memristor, and constructed a memristor circuit model using resistors, capacitors, inductors and amplifiers as a proof of concept. But such physical component which has both resistance and memory function was not found, thus related research made slow progress due to the lack of physical devices until Strukov et al. [2008] announced the creation of a memristor in HP Labs.
Besides the potential applications in computer science and artificial intelligence which are directly related to memory [Mullins, 2009] , as a fundamental passive circuit element, a memristor will be commonly used in circuit design as the general RLC elements. Williams [2008] believed that the memristor could revolutionize circuit design: Eventually the memristor will change circuit design in the 21st century as radically as the transistor changed it in the 20th.
Recently, according to the memristor timevarying characteristics, circuits containing memristor were demonstrated having rich dynamical behavior. Vibration and damping properties of circuits which compose of memristor and conventional RLC elements have been studied [Joglekar & Wolf, 2009; Talukdar et al., 2012] . A series of chaotic oscillators have been established by using the memristor as the nonlinear element [Itoh & Chua, 2008; Driscoll et al., 2011; Muthuswamy, 2010; Petras, 2010; Bao et al., 2010] . In addition, effective methods have been developed for controlling and synchronization of chaos of different types of memristor based circuit, such as Twin-T notch filter [Iu et al., 2011] , modified autonomous van der Pol-Duffing circuit [El-Sayed et al., 2013] , and Chua's circuit [Radwan et al., 2011; Wen et al., 2012] .
The memristor chaotic circuits developed recently have been mostly autonomous systems. In [Ishaq Ahamed et al., 2011] and [Ishaq Ahamed & Lakshmanan, 2013] , nonautonomous systems, namely the driven memristive Chua's circuit and the Murali-Lakshmanan-Chua (MLC) circuit were built by replacing the Chua's diode with a threesegment piecewise-linear active flux-controlled memristor, respectively. Systems containing periodically forcing terms are a class of nonautonomous systems. The forcing terms as well as the other parameters can be used to introduce chaos, and so increasing the methods and parameters of regulation. Otherwise, periodically forced chaotic systems have the advantage of being far less sensitive to noise than autonomous systems, and so may be easier to apply to real problems such as synchronization systems in communication and control [Carroll & Pecora, 1993] . Chaos cannot occur in an autonomous system with less than three dimensions, whereas it can be produced in a twodimensional nonautonomous system. In this paper, a two-dimensional chaotic circuit with a smooth nonlinearity in its simplest form based on memristor, namely van der Pol oscillation circuit is created and analyzed. The paper is organized as follows: the mathematical model derived from the corresponding circuit is presented in Sec. 2. Section 3 analyzes the dynamics of the circuit for both free oscillations and forced oscillations. Realization of the oscillator circuit and experimental results are reported in Sec. 4.
Memristor Based van der Pol Oscillation Circuit Model
The relationship between the charge and the flux of a memristor is characterized by a φ-q curve f (q, φ) = 0. There are two types of memristors: chargecontrolled memristor and flux-controlled memristor [Chua & Kang, 1976] . A charge-controlled memristor can be expressed as a relation of the type φ = φ(q), where the flux is a single valued function of the charge. The slope of the curve represents the incremental memristance M (q) = dφ(q)/dq. Its voltagecurrent characteristic is described by u = M (q)i. Meanwhile a flux-controlled memristor can be expressed as a relation of the type q = q(φ), where the charge is a single valued function of the flux.
The slope of the curve represents the incremental memductance W (φ) = dq(φ)/dφ. The currentvoltage characteristic is described by i = W (φ)u. Though chaos can emerge from a circuit with a piecewise-linear Chua's diode, some subtle features of the real circuit may be missed by the piecewiselinear approximation. Zhong [1994] reported an implementation of Chua's circuit with a smooth nonlinearity, described by a cubic polynomial. Muthuswamy [2010] proposed a flux-controlled memristor circuit where q(φ) is a smooth continuous cubic function, and presented an autonomous chaos circuit with the cubic memristor. In this paper, a new cubic memristor circuit is designed, and a second-order nonautonomous chaos circuit, namely van der Pol oscillator is presented based on this memristor.
The proposed circuit is as shown in Fig. 1 , using the memristor flux φ and the voltage u as state variables, we obtain the state equations of the circuit
where φ = Li L , W (φ) is the memductance in the form of W (φ) = αφ 2 , which implies q(φ) = αφ 3 /3. −R is a negative resistance. Suppose
Equations (2) can be rewritten as a secondorder nonautonomous differential equation
which has the form of van der Pol type equation. Here > 0, and ω 0 denotes the natural frequency 
Dynamics Analysis of van der Pol Oscillator
In this section, the dynamics of the van der Pol oscillation circuit are studied under two kinds of situation, namely self-excited oscillation and forced oscillation.
Self-excited van der Pol oscillator
Without external excitation the van der Pol oscillator can be expressed as ẋ = y,
The only equilibrium point of the system is located at the origin (0, 0). The Jacobian matrix at this point is
The corresponding eigenvalue equation is λ 2 − λ + ω 2 0 = 0, then the resulting eigenvalues is given by
If < 0, all eigenvalues have negative real parts, which implies the equilibrium point (0, 0) is asymptotically stable. The equilibrium point loses stability as is turned from negative into positive. The origin is a center point for = 0, according to the Poincaré-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation theorem, a Hopf bifurcation arises when = 2ω 0 and d Re λ 1,2 /d = 1/2 = 0, so that a limit cycle may occur out of the unstable equilibrium. Now consider the stability of the limit cycle in detail. Suppose that is a disturbance term. Equations (4) are Hamiltonian for = 0, and the corresponding Hamiltonian function can be defined as H(x, y) = (y 2 + ω 2 0 x 2 )/2, then any trajectory starting from a point (0, A 0 ) on the positive y-axis is a close orbit with its center at the origin.
Parametric equations of the undisturbed orbit Hamiltonian system with periodic perturbation
in which f 1 (x, y) = 0, f 2 (x, y) = y(1 − δx 2 ). In the study of limit cycle we define
The necessary condition for the existence of a closed orbit near Γ A 0 for Eqs. (7) when is sufficiently small is Φ(A 0 ) = 0 [Zhang & Feng, 2000] , that is,
there exists a stable limit cycle near Γ A 0 . Given = 1, δ = 64, and ω 0 = 10 rad/s, Fig. 2 shows the self-excited oscillation output and its frequency spectrum with initial condition (0, 0.25), the system responds with a sinusoidal waveform with a frequency close to ω 0 .
The results above are only obtained when is chosen to be a small positive value. When is chosen to be very large, the van der Pol system becomes the so-called relaxation oscillator which exhibits two time scales, as is shown in Fig. 3 , with = 20, δ = 64. The periodic trajectory of the oscillator consists of four pieces, two slow-varying ones interleaving with two fast-varying ones, the switch between the two phases takes place rapidly. From Fig. 3(c) we can see that the amplitude spectrum diagram presents significantly higher harmonics.
Forced van der Pol oscillator
Van der Pol oscillator with sinusoidal forcing becomes a nonautonomous system. Complex dynamics emerge in the system due to the interaction between the self-excited oscillation and the forced oscillation. The stability of the system can be analyzed using the method of harmonic balance and the perturbation method [Jordan & Smith, 2007] .
Stability analyzed
Assume that Eq. (3) for the forced van der Pol oscillator has periodic solution which is approximately of the form
where a and b are slowly varying amplitudes, then its derivative iṡ Neglectingä andb, thenẍ
Ignoring the terms cos 3ωt and sin 3ωt, we obtain
When Eqs. (9)- (12) are substituted into Eq. (3) and the coefficients of cos ωt and sin ωt are matched, we have
The equilibrium points occur atȧ =ḃ = 0. Let the right-hand side of (13) be 0, the equations for the equilibrium points are given by
From (14) we have
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where r 2 = a 2 + b 2 . For r > 0, there are one to three equilibrium points depending on r. Consider the stability at the equilibrium point a = a 0 , b = b 0 . By ignoring ȧ and ḃ in (13) and with a and b as the state variables, we obtain the state equations in van der Pol plane
The corresponding Jacobian matrix of the linearized system near the equilibrium point (a 0 , b 0 ) is
The corresponding characteristic equation is
and so the eigenvalues are λ 1,2 = 1 2 (−p ± p 2 − 4q), where p = 
In terms of the values of p and q, the equilibria can be categorized as follows:
In the case of (2) to (4), the stability of equilibrium is determined by the sign of p. If p > 0, the equilibrium is asymptotically stable; if p < 0, the equilibrium is unstable. Furthermore, the boundary between stable and unstable is on the line δr 2 0 = 2, whereas the boundary between nodes and spirals is given by
The region of the saddles is inside an ellipse Figure 4 shows the plane having r 0 and ω as coordinates, representing the trajectory of the equilibrium points with several selected aptitudes Γ for = 1, δ = 64 and ω 0 = 10 using real lines, and also classification of equilibrium points and stability region in the van der Pol plane with dashed lines. The left-and right-hand limits of the ellipse occur at the point given by
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Memristor Based van der Pol Oscillation Circuit
With the parameters given above we have ω 1 = 9.72, ω 2 = 10.29, so that the ellipse and the trajectory of the equilibrium described by (15) are tangent to the right-hand limit point with Γ = 32/27/δ ω = 1.38. The width of the saddle ellipse increases with (see Fig. 5 ). With = 10, δ = 64 and ω 0 = 10 we have ω 1 = 7.52, ω 2 = 13.3, so that the ellipse and the trajectory of the equilibrium are tangent to the right-hand limit point with Γ = 17.81.
Responses with different ranges of forced frequency and amplitude
Equilibrium points in van der Pol plane can be classified into three types. Take Fig. 4 as an example:
(1) Three equilibrium points: When 0 < Γ < 1.38, on both sides of the natural frequency ω 0 = 10, within a small range 9.72 < ω < 10.29, there exists three equilibrium points. One is a stable node, the other two are unstable: a saddle and either an unstable spiral or an unstable node. In the van der Pol plane a-b, all trajectories flow into the stable node as t → ∞, whereas in x-y plane the trajectories are periodic. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the phase portrait in a-b plane and x-y plane for Γ = 0.5, ω = 9.9, respectively.
(2) Single stable equilibrium point: Except the region described in Case 1, when trajectories of the equilibrium points are above the line δr 2 0 = 2, there exists only one equilibrium point, either a stable node or a stable spiral. In a-b plane, all trajectories flow into the equilibrium point as t → ∞, whereas in x-y plane the solutions are also periodic. Figure 7 shows the plots with Γ = 3, ω = 10.5, in which the equilibrium points in van der Pol plane is a node. The trajectory starting from initial condition a(0) = −0.4, b(0) = 0.1 approaches the stable equilibrium point (−0.27, 0.08).
(3) Single unstable equilibrium point: Except the region described in Case 1, when trajectories of the equilibrium points are below the line δr 2 0 = 2, there exists only one equilibrium point, either an unstable node or an unstable spiral. In this case, phase trajectories in a-b plane are limit circles, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . There are no stable harmonic solutions in this case, so that the phase trajectories in x-y plane are not periodic, but almost periodic or chaos, as is shown in Fig. 8 can be found in the van der Pol oscillator when the nonlinearity of the oscillator is sufficiently strong. The attractor presented in Fig. 8(b) is a strange attractor. Figure 9 shows the bifurcation diagram of u as a function of ω, and it is observed that entrainment takes place in the narrow ranges of ω around ω 0 . Furthermore, to verify the existence of chaos, we also present the largest Lyapunov exponent diagram in Fig. 10 with fixed amplitude Γ = 1 and varying forcing frequency ω. A positive largest Lyapunov exponent usually indicates that the system is chaotic. The largest Lyapunov exponent diagram exhibits the same results as those of the bifurcation diagram. These results also match the previous analysis in the van der Pol plane. Thus, the forcing parameters Γ or ω can be used to tune the circuit into different regimes of chaos or periodic oscillation.
Responses with different values of
The chaotic attractor has different scroll shapes by changing the value of . When the value of decreases, the attractor becomes a double scroll chaotic attractor, as shown in Fig. 11 with = 0.1. Figure 11 (c) shows the amplitude spectrum diagram of u from which can be seen that the system exhibits an oscillation with two main frequencies, namely, the natural frequency and the forcing frequency. On the contrary, as increases to a certain extent, the chaotic attractor exhibits a relaxation oscillator like configuration, as shown in 
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Y. Lu et al. Fig. 12 with = 10. Furthermore, from Fig. 12(c) we can see that the oscillator has a continuous spectrum which implies chaos. The method of fundamental harmonic balance is suitable for use when the forcing frequency ω is not drastically different from the natural frequency ω 0 so that higher harmonics do not become significant [Jordan & Smith, 2007] . When ω is far from ω 0 the system presents abundant dynamics which cannot be predicted accurately by this method. Figure 13 shows the bifurcation diagram when ω changes in the range of 0-7 rad/s. It can be seen that many narrow periodic windows are embedded in chaotic regions. Figure 14 shows the phase planes for period-1, period-2, period-3 and period-4.
Realized Memristor Based van der Pol Oscillator in the Analog Circuit
The van der Pol oscillator is built by an analog circuit, in which the negative resistance −R, the inductance L and the memductance W (φ) are implemented using active elements. Full details of the above parts are given below.
Memristor equivalent circuit
Our new realization of a flux-controlled memristor is shown in Fig. 15 . The relationship between the voltage u and the current i of the memristor is given by 
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Memristor Based van der Pol Oscillation Circuit ground is equal to the input voltage, i.e. v 1 = v = u. The Op-amp U2 embedded in a RC circuit acts as an integrator for converting the voltage to a flux. Thus its output voltage is the integral of the input 
while the voltage at the output of A2 is
A current feedback amplifier AD844 (Op-amp U3) acts as a voltage to current converter. Voltage at its positive input is equal to that at the negative input. The current flowing into the negative input terminal is mirrored to the TZ node, while no current flows into the positive input terminal. Hence, if R 2 = R 3 , the input current i will be proportional to the voltage v 4
Subsequently by supposing α = 1/(100R 2 R 2 1 C 2 1 ), we obtain the relationship between the voltage and the current of a flux-controlled memristor as is given by (22). When R 1 = 40 kΩ, R 2 = 300 Ω, and C 1 = 1 µF, the parameter value of the memristor is α = 0.021. As an AC voltage sin πt V is applied to the memristor circuit only, the voltage-current plot exhibits a pinched hysteresis loop as that developed by HP Labs, as is shown in Fig. 16 , where Channel B is across u(t) and Channel A is across the voltage of R 2 which is in proportion to i(t). 
Negative resistance equivalent circuit
The equivalent circuit for a negative resistance is presented in Fig. 17 . Apply Kirchhoff's current law at both of the input terminals of Op-amp U4 to get
Since by combining (27) and (28), we can obtain that
The equivalent negative resistance hence can be identified as R eq = −R 5 R/R 4 . By setting R 4 = R 5 , then R eq = −R.
Inductance equivalent circuit
The van der Pol oscillation is usually valid in the low frequency regime. Thus an inductor having high inductance is used in the circuit. The circuit depicted in Fig. 18 uses a gyrator to simulate an inductor. Note that Kirchhoff's current law at nodes B, D, and F, respectively, yields
By integrating (30) and (31) into (32), we have
where (33) indicates that a gyrator can be used to transform a load capacitance into an inductance. R a = 100 kΩ, R b = 100 kΩ, R c = 75 kΩ, R e = 4 kΩ, the equivalent inductance is L eq = 300 H.
Experimental results
Realizing the circuit using the Op-amps AD711KN, AD844 and the multipliers AD633JN, the entire circuit diagram is presented in Appendix A. Fix the parameter values of the memristor as α = 0.021, and the linear elements as R = 3 kΩ, L = 300 H and C = 33 µF. Then we have = 10, δ = 64, ω 0 = 10, and Γ = 10 U m . Set the amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage source U m to 1.2 V and adjust its frequency so that we can see almost the same results as those presented previously in Sec. 3, as are shown in Figs. 19 and 20, where Channel 1 is across v 2 which is proportional to φ(t) and Channel 2 is across u(t). A slight difference is observed from the experimental results. Because in a practical integrator circuit, a large resistor is placed in parallel with the feedback capacitor to prevent the output voltage from drifting over time, that will make a subtle difference between the characteristics of a memristor in a real circuit (see Fig. 21 ), and this would be an ideal circuit. On comparison with Sec. 3, we can see that there exists a good agreement between the experimental results and the numerical simulation results.
Conclusions
In this paper, we create a van der Pol oscillator circuit based on memristor and study the stability and dynamic behaviors of the circuit. Numerical and experimental results presented verify the feasibility of the proposed circuit. Van der Pol equation is a typical oscillator with a nonlinear damping term. It exhibits rich dynamic behaviors such as periodic, almost periodic and chaos, which exist in a variety of areas such as physics, life sciences, chemistry and engineering. Therefore, building a circuit described by the van der Pol equation and studying its stability and dynamic behaviors are helpful for understanding the vibration characteristics of the other research fields' nonlinear vibration problems which also have the form of van der Pol equation. As a nonlinear passive component, the finding of the memristor not only enriches the existing circuit element type but also provides a new scheme for the design of chaos and other nonlinear circuits. 
